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Electrons with high velocities can be accelerated to very high energies by a strong 
electric field to form runaway electrons. In tokamaks, runaway electrons are produced 
in many different processes, including the acceleration from the high-energy tail of 
thermal distribution, through the runaway avalanche, during the rf wave heating and 
other non-Ohmic current drive, and even in the magnetic reconnection. This 
proceeding focus on different dynamical problems of runaway electrons in tokamaks.

Introduction to Runaway Electrons in Tokamaks
Runaway electrons are electrons that are accelerated to very high energies by an 
electric field exceeding the Dreicer field
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Early in 1959, Dreicer discussed the runaway electron in a fully ionized gas immersed 
in constant field along the background magnetic field f1]. The collisional friction 
between an electron and background plasmas will first increase then decrease when 
the electron’s energy rise, which means that there exists a peak value of the friction 
force. This is an unstable situation. When the external electric force is larger than the 
firction force, the electron can be accelerated faster and faster, neglecting radiation. 
For electrons with large velocities, the collision drag cannot balance the electric 
acceleration any more. The electrons can be accelerated faster and faster by the 
electric field.
The runaway electrons can be produced in different ways in tokamaks. In normal 
operations, the thermal distribution of electrons guarantees that there are a number of 
electrons located in the high-energy tail. These electrons with high energies can easily 
be accelerated to runaways. In disruption, large number of electrons can be knocked 
to high velocities by runaways. They thus become new runaway electrons in loop 
electric field through runaway avalanche process, and the number of runaways grows 
exponentially. On the other hand, some non-Ohmic current drive method can produce 
high-energy electrons, and hence the runaway electrons, such as the rf wave heating 
and rf wave current drive. Besides, many evidences show that runaway electrons can 
even be created in magnetic reconnection processes. Runaway electrons can also 
produce runaway positrons through pair production process in tokamaks.
The existence of runaway particles is a severe threat to the tokamak device. Massive 
runaway particles carrying large energies may damage the plasma-faced components 
of tokamaks. So it’s important to understand the runaway-related physics and study 
the dynamics of runaway particles.
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Runaway Dynamics in Tokamaks
To understand the dynamics of runaway particles in tokamaks，two factors play 
important roles. On the one hand, the dynamics of runaway particles in 3D 
configuration space should be considered. This is because both the parallel and 
perpendicular velocities of runaways effect the collisional drag. At the same time, the 
3D geometry of the tokamak magnetic field has significant impact to the dynamics to 
the runaway particles. On the other hand, the collisional effect，which is critical in the 
runaway physics，is a random process. It is not quite precise to term an electron as 
being a runaway or not determinately. Instead, the runaway probability can be 
rigorously defined to describe runaway phenomena. Both of these factors are reflected 
in the following problems of runaway dynamics.
The energy limits of runaway particles determined the damages on the tokamak 
device by the runaways. Since the radiation loss increase with the energy of 
relativistic particles. Finally the radiation drag will balance the loop electric field 
acceleration. The radiation drag in the parallel direction are mainly composed of the 
synchrotron radiation drag

and the bremsstrahlung drag force
4 / 1\

Fb = — nemc2Yri(Zeff + 1)j^In 2y - -J (3).

The radiation loss gives an energy limit to runaway electrons around several hundred 
MeVs. Besides, there are also different kinds of loss mechanisms transporting the 
runaways out of the tokamak plasma before the runaways gain very high energies, 
such as the ripple magnetic field, the turbulence, and the neoclassical orbit drift. The 
rapid transport can prohibit the runaways gain enough high energies by shorten their 
living time within the tokamak plasmas.
Among the loss mechanisms, the slowest one is the neoclassical orbit drift, which 
comes totally from the neoclassical effect of the 3D toroidal geometry of the tokamak 
magnetic field. To study the dynamics of runaway particles in phase space, we write 
down the Lagrangian of the gyrocenters of runaway electrons

L = (eA0 + eAx + pHb) • k - ymc2, (4)
where Ao corresponds to background magnetic field, corresponds to the 
effective electric field as

Eeff =
dA

~ at =
Fs + 匕 + Fb 
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where
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is the collisional drag force. According to this set of equations, we can obtain the 
behavior of runaway particles. Besides parallel acceleration, because of the toroidal
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geometry, positrons also process an outward drift velocity 
q ,

vdr = + Eeffll)，⑺

where the effective electric field
Fs + Fc + Fb 

e ⑻

Fig.l presents the evolution of runaway particles in configuration and momentum 
spaces. The left two figures shows the drift of passing orbit projection in intersection 
surface perpendicular to toroidal direction in configuration space. The left up one is 
with collision, and the left down one is without collision. The left two figures 
compare the time revolution of parallel and perpendicular momentum. These figures 
show that collisions effect runaway particles in momentum space more than in 
configuration space.

Fig. 2 shows a case that a trapped particle transits to a runaway particle. The trapped 
orbit first drifts to the center due to the Ware pinch.rrhen the particle becomes passing 
ones and being accelerated to runaway particles. The orbit begins to drift outwards. 
Numerical results show that for large loop electric field，runaway particles are more 
likely to drift out a long distance and collide the wall.
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Fig. 2

If the energies carried by runaway electrons are high enough, the positrons can be 
produced through the pair production process in tokamaks. Pair production is the 
creation of an elementary particle and its anti-particle when a photon interacts with 
other particles. In pair production the photon’s energy must exceed the total rest mass 
energy of the two particles. The energy conservation, momentum conservation, 
electric charge conservation, and many other conservation laws must hold in this 
procedure. The rest mass energy of electron is 0.51 MeV, while in post-disruption 
plasmas in tokamaks the runaway electrons typically have energy between 10 and 20 
MeV. It’s sufficient for the pair production of electron and positron

Y + Y — e- + e+. (9)
At high energy, the cross-section of pair-production of electron and positron is 
approximately

aP =―—ln ve Ge » !）-(10)

where a = e2/47ie0/ic =1/137 is the fine-structure constant, Zs is the charge 
carried by particle species s，re = e2/4ire0rnec2 is the classical electron radius, and 
Ye = E/mec2 is the Lorenz factor for the runaway electrons. Total pair-production
cross-section over entire energy range up to 1 OOMeV can be numerically fit as

（ye + xo>
13 + Xq ?Jtot aZ2In3 (11)

where a = 5.22p.b, x0 = 3.6. Thus given the runaway current is Ir = 0.5MA, the 
major radius R =1.75m, the background electron density is ne = 3 x 1019/m3, we 
can estimate the positron production rate in a disruption as

Sp =・へ L1 X 10-/, (12)

This value is actually an underestimate because the ions with higher Zs are not 
considered here. Nevertheless, this value is still much higher than the production rate 
in accelerators where the dominating Coulomb repulsion hinders the increment of the 
beam density. Most of the positrons born in the pair-production have Lorentz factors
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satisfying 1 « y+ « ye，which means the original positrons are also relativistic. 
The annihilation cross-section can be written as

I
I

2

e
Y

7tr
+ 1 Y+

+

(13)

where y+ is the Lorentz factor of positron. The total pair-production cross-section 
atot? pair-production cross ultra-relativistic approximation ay>>1, near threshold total 
cross-section ath, and annihilation cross-section aan are numerically plotted in 
Fig.3131 for Z =1・
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Fig.3
The dynamics of runaway positrons is similar to that of runaway electrons and also 
interesting. Figure 4 shows the evolution of runaway positrons after birth in the 
momentum space. After 0.3s, all the parallel momenta reach a steady value around 
300me, as a result of the balance between the loop electric field acceleration and the 
drag force resistance. The perpendicular momenta also evolve towards a steady value, 
though a little slower, due to the balance between the radiation loss and the 
momentum transfer from parallel direction through the pitch angle scattering.
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Fig.4
In Fig. 5, the counterclockwise circular orbits are snapshotted for every 0.03s.
The runaway positrons drift out and hit the first wall of the tokamak within about one 
hundred milliseconds with energy as large as 150 MeV.
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Fig.6
Figure 6 shows the annihilation rate of runaway positrons with different initial states. 
The backward runaway positrons (green curves) escape from the doom of annihilation 
for a non-relativistic positron. Though its parallel momentum goes through zero, its 
perpendicular momentum is still relativistic. The possibility of annihilation for 
runaway positrons is below 0.1% before drifting out of the plasmas.
Contours of runaway probability on the initial velocity space can be obtained by 
particle simulation based on stochastic differential equations. The probabilistic 
descriptions can precisely study the backward runaway phenomena.
Dynamics of runaway particles can be used as potential diagnostic methods. The 
intensity, breadth, and shift of the annihilation peak in the annihilation spectrum 
reflect the properties of the plasma that determines the runaway dynamics. Moreover, 
the time history of the positron annihilation is also an important indication to some 
events in tokamaks, such as a disruption or rf heating, which produce a burst of 
positron runaways at a specific time. The annihilation locations on the first wall and 
the emission directions of the gamma ray provide information about the phase space 
coordinates of the runaway positrons at the end of their journey, from which we can 
also infer the trajectories of runaway electrons in the phase space.
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